
JUNE 25-27, 2013 :: PROVIDENCE, RI

11TH ANNUAL FORUM 
SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE & FOOD SYSTEMS FUNDERS 



Newcomers 
Reception
Rhode Island Foundation 
One Union St.
Providence, RI 

The Rhode Island Foundation is generously 
hosting a Newcomers reception for all 
2013 Forum attendees. Local and regional 
dignitaries look forward to welcoming you. 
Celebrate early with new and old friends 
and colleagues. 

5:30-7:00pm

Registration
Table Open
ROOM : BALLROOM FOYER
Pick up your registration packet and sign up for 
Wednesday night dine-arounds when you arrive. 

3:00-5:00pm

Meet in Lobby
Walk to reception.

5:00pm

MONDAY , JUNE 24

“What resilience does as a new 
framework is it says that we will 
make mistakes, we will be surprised, 
we will go ‘over the cliff.’ Resilience is 
improvisational, creative, collaborative 
working together in periods of great 
uncertainty.”

Andrew Zolli, author, Resilience

“Modern society has become a risk 
society in the sense that it is increasingly 
occupied with debating, preventing 
and managing risks that it itself has 
produced. The moment at which risks 
become real, they cease to be risks 
and become catastrophes.”

Ulrich Beck, sociologist, 
Living in the World Risk Society



	 6:00-7:00Am	 Morning	exercise	

rUnning | walKing on yoUr own

all leVelS yoga led by, beCCa Klein

	 7:30-8:15Am	 breakFast	buFFet

	 8:30-11:30Am	 pre-ForuM	workshops

Philanthropy’s role in Catalyzing marketplace Innovation:  
A layered Capital Approach

as business-related efforts continue to help revitalize the infrastructure for a just and sustainable food 
economy, the need for philanthropic support for these efforts also continues to increase. as funders 
explore program related investments, mission related investments, and other critical roles they can 
play with catalytic investments, the conversation is broadening to include the grantmaking support 
that is required in partnership with those investments, in areas such as technical assistance, training, 
and research. there is a natural convergence between philanthropic investment and grantmaking 
taking place at a critical juncture in the sustainable food system movement’s history. new entrants into 
the sustainable food landscape, as well as those experienced in either grantmaking or investment, are 
invited to attend this pre-conference workshop to better understand the layers of capital and the way 
partnerships are developing to put this capital to work effectively. 

for those interested in investment, you will hear practical advice from experienced practitioners of 
these strategies. and, for those who have been interested in supporting lasting economic change, but 
have been hesitant to develop an investment platform to support that interest, you will hear powerful 
stories from those who have found ways to support the work with grants. those who are interested  
in both spaces will hear stories from others who have blended their grantmaking and investment 
strategies to provide the right kind of support, to the right kind of organization, at the right time.

as a pre-forum workshop, this three-hour session affords attendees the opportunity to engage in a 
series of highly interactive conversations with a wide range of experienced practitioners, including 
investment professionals, community leaders, and peer funders. attendees will hear stories from those 
who are working on the nuts and bolts of building out their vision, and will have several opportunities 
to sit with small groups and interact one-on-one with others. attendees should be able to leave the 
session with a road map for expanding their work into supporting sustainable food economies.

moDerator

Jeff rosen, chief financial officer, Solidago Foundation, MA

SpeaKerS

tomer J. inbar, partner, Patterson Belknap Webb & Tyler LLP, NY
Chris larson, director of real assets, New Island Capital, CA
malini ram moraghan, managing director, Healthy Food Commerce Investments,  
Wholesome Wave Foundation, CT
tim Storrow, executive director, Castanea Foundation, VT 
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leadership in role

whether you are a program officer, an executive director, or a foundation trustee, there are dozens  
of transactions in philanthropy that call for skilled leadership. learning how to effectively occupy 
challenging roles is part of what makes leadership in any position creative, interesting, and more  
likely to have good outcomes! 

in this workshop, you will identify the roles key to your position. you’ll have an opportunity to  
“test drive” an analytic framework that can help you understand and manage difficult situations. 

the workshop has 4 parts:

 grist for the mill: exploration of professional challenges using a reflective practice tool 

  Create your own “role deck”: customize roles using research based on interviews with  
hundreds of practitioners in philanthropy

  tutorial: review organizational theory about the characteristics of role and the relationship  
of self-in-role

  test drive: an analytic framework against your challenging situation 

the workshop is interactive and will give people in different positions a chance to talk to each  
other about roles and the challenges that come with them. 

FaCilitator/SpeaKer

Jan Jaffe, consultant to foundations and senior partner, The Giving Practice at Philanthropy  
Northwest, NY

	 8:30-11:30Am	 	pre-ForuM	site	Visits	
PleASe meet In the lobby At 8:15 Am to boArd buSeS.

urban revitalization: Art, Food, and Community

this site visit digs into the intersection of agriculture, community development, arts, and urban 
revitalization. the first stop will be the Steel yard, an industrial arts education center and collective 
studio space offering focused arts development and technical training. located on a former industrial 
brownfield, the steel yard is now a vibrant 2-acre site featuring over 9,000 square feet of workspaces  
for artists, classrooms for education and job training in the industrial arts, open space for community 
events, and even an on-site stormwater management system that features permeable pavement and 
bioswales to reduce flood risk. the steel yard runs programs that cater to working artists, students, 
community members, tradespeople, arts educators, and entrepreneurs—which should sound familiar  
to those working in the urban agriculture/beginning farmer space. next, we’ll head over to the 
olneyville neighborhood. olneyville has undergone a multi-year effort to improve life for residents 
in the community with great success. their community redevelopment process involved multiple 
food and agriculture related projects. Join this tour and learn more about the important overlap 
between all these issues when it comes to creating more resilient communities. 

Working at the Food/health nexus

Join us for this morning site visit to thundermist Health Center of West Warwick at the Cotton 
Shed, just south of providence. operating three centers around the state, thundermist’s mission is 
simple: to deliver the highest quality health care, when and where it is needed most, in an affordable 
manner, in a language everyone can understand, with dignity and respect. the west warwick clinic has 
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been open since July 2011 and is a state of the art facility with a unique character achieved through 
creative integration of a modern medical facility into a 2-story historic mill building. we will be touring 
the physical facility as part of our site visit. we’ll also be learning about several non-clinical programs:  
a fully accessible community garden, on-site farmers’ markets, and their thunderKids wellness 
program, which works to improve the health of children who are overweight or obese. in addition to 
clinical staff, we’ll meet with community partners—including blue Cross blue shield of rhode island,  
a senior center, and a women’s healing/recovery group.

	11:30-12:00pm	 break

	 12:00-2:00pm	 	welcoMe	anD	keynote	luncheon	
seeking	balance:	earth	anD	philanthropy	

Keynote SpeaKer

Dr. José a. Zaglul, president, EARTH University, Costa Rica 

our future as a human race is inextricably linked to the future of agriculture, and how effective we  
are in adapting food production systems, consumption patterns, and our environmental footprint  
may determine our fate. beyond mitigating our vulnerability to the effects of climate change, we  
need to build new, universal ways for humans to live and thrive on the planet. 

in spite of the enormous challenges ahead, our keynote speaker, dr. José Zaglul, president of earth 
University in Costa rica, believes that by working together and investing in education we can increase 
the capacity of communities around the globe to sustainably produce enough food, fight global 
warming, and build a more balanced development model. recognized for its values-based approach  
to higher education in agriculture and natural resources management, earth University has inspired 
many alumni and students who are spreading this positive vision around the world. for 23 years, 
earth has been empowering rural communities and developing innovative and applicable solutions  
to sustainable agriculture and waste management that have had long-reaching influence. the university 
is also playing a leading role in helping Costa rica achieve carbon neutrality by 2021.

during his tenure, dr. Zaglul has had the opportunity to partner with numerous philanthropic 
organizations, both private and public, from around the world. he emphasizes the importance of 
long-term commitments, of mutual trust and transparency, and of the alignment of mission as keys  
to ensuring success. he will also address how philanthropic partners in sustainable food production  
can reduce the vulnerability inherent in agricultural endeavors by maintaining a long-term and holistic 
commitment to cultivating more sustainable societies. 

	 2:00-2:30pm	 break	

	 2:30-4:00pm	 concurrent	workshops	

every Great turn of history requires a revolution This workshop will be limited to 30 participants, first come basis.

everyone from wendell berry, to Vandana shiva, to mark bittman has said it will take a vibrant  
social movement to transform our food system from one rooted in the exploitation of people and  
nature to one that is rooted in local and regional economics and more sustainable and resilient 
practices. what say you? as funders, how do we move from “one-offs” and efforts that merely reform 
the food system to strategies that truly transform it? “revolution” has many meanings: some violent 
and scary, others aspirational and inspirational. Come talk about the latter kind of revolution as we 
work together to envision and support the dramatic changes in ideas, policies, and practices that  
will transform our food system. we’ll share lessons learned about promoting movement-building for  3
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food systems transformation. after brief interview-style presentations, the organizers will facilitate  
a roundtable discussion that will explore concepts and reveal practical strategies to win institutional 
support for funding and evaluation of this “revolutionary” approach within your foundation’s existing 
programmatic priorities and guidelines. 

FaCilitatorS

Becca golden, executive director, Ben & Jerry’s Foundation, VT
Hugh Hogan, executive director, North Star Fund, NY
Kolu Zigbi, program director, Jessie Smith Noyes Foundation, NY 

how do we know what’s different?  
A Conversation about Food System Outcomes, Indicators, and Metrics

SponSoreD By tHe DelaWare Valley regional planning CommiSSion 

much of the philanthropic work in the food system starts with the questions: “what’s the difference 
we’re trying to make?” and “how will we know things are different?” this session will help funders 
answer these questions by better understanding the difference between outcomes and indicators and 
the appropriate scale of geography, time, and effort. participants will discuss the value of measuring 
individual grant outcomes as well as large-scale trends in the food system that cannot necessarily be 
tied to a particular grant or intervention. some examples to explore are the greater philadelphia food 
system plan, Vermont’s farm-to-plate initiative, and a 10-year strategic plan to reduce childhood 
obesity in the city of Camden in new Jersey. participants will explore:

  the value of setting benchmarks based on data

  managing and measuring “collective impact” 

  different approaches to developing indicators 

  how to determine what data sources to use 

  the value of using indicators to develop interventions

  communicating successes with different stakeholders, such as board members  
and the general public

by the end of the session, participants will know the difference between outcomes (from grants or 
specific interventions) and indicators (from a collective effort over time) and when to expect which.

moDerator

Christine James, program officer, The John Merck Fund, MA

SpeaKerS

Kim Fortunato, director, Healthy Communities, Campbell Soup Company, NJ
alison Hastings, manager, Office of Strategic Partnerships, Delaware Valley Regional  
Planning Commission, PA 
ellen Kahler, executive director, Vermont Sustainable Jobs Fund, VT

Investing in human Capital

SponSoreD By BetSy anD JeSSe FinK FounDation

the complex and interconnected environmental problems we currently face—from climate change  
to food system sustainability—will be inherited by today’s young people. if, in the coming decades,  
we are to find solutions to these problems, it will be the spirit, ingenuity, and resilience of this new 
generation of leaders that enables us to do so. yet high quality opportunities for college students to  
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gain challenging on-the-ground project experience, mentoring, and skills training are surprisingly  
hard to find in the sustain ability field, and demand for such programs is much higher than availability. 

the purpose of this workshop is to learn how we can most effectively invest in human capital  
through high-impact internships, fellowships, and out-of-the-box thinking as funders. we will hear 
directly from a panel of current and former participants and leaders in innovative and successful  
human capital investments, and learn what can be done to strengthen the experiences for the interns 
and the host organizations. you will leave with a clearer sense of the role funders can play to provide 
inspiration, create lasting networks, form a real stepping stone to a career, and build the future 
generation of leaders.

moDerator

Joan Briggs, director, Betsy and Jesse Fink Foundation, CT

SpeaKerS

Kaila Binney, program director, Island Grown Initiative, MA
tracy Himmel isham, assistant director, Career Services, Middlebury College, VT
Katie Kritzalis, apprentice, Millstone Farm, CT
elena mihaly, 2012 intern, Natural Resources Defense Council, NY 

Paths to Impact: A Food System opportunity map for Funders

there are multiple paths to impact within this sector, and many ways that funders can enter  
and achieve high impact change. however, without a coherent way to understand the scale  
and scope of the issues, as well as the competing agendas presented by various stakeholders  
(e.g., hunger vs. obesity vs. locally-grown food), it can be difficult for donors to know when  
and how to act. 

there is no large-scale, national “silver bullet” solution that will fit all donors’ criteria across all related 
issues; however, there are helpful higher-level, evidence-based conclusions that can be synthesized 
and translated to give stakeholders of all expertise levels more confidence that their money will make  
a difference in the lives of the people they aim to help. moreover, there are scanning approaches that 
can help funders more easily identify opportunities for partnership and leverage beyond their primary 
focus area.

the Center for high impact philanthropy has developed an “opportunity map,” or framework,  
for funders who are interested in maximizing the effectiveness of their philanthropic capital in the food 
system space. this framework is designed to serve as a learning and decision-making tool for funders 
of all levels of philanthropic sophistication. this session will introduce you to the map and take you 
behind the scenes to learn more about scanning tools and skills that could be part of your practice.

learning objectives for this session include:

  bringing donors up to speed faster on many complex topics, clarifying many of the issues 
related to impact, and mitigating barriers to entry resulting from confusion

  shedding light upon some of the key tensions and tradeoffs within the sector and illuminating 
collaborative opportunities

  highlighting critical scanning skills that enable funders to cut through the noise and identify  
the highest impact approaches

moDerator

Jan Jaffe, consultant to foundations and senior partner, The Giving Practice at Philanthropy  
Northwest, NY
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SpeaKerS

Carra Cote-ackah, director, Partnerships and Strategic Initiatives, Center for High Impact 
Philanthropy, PA
Katherina rosqueta, founding executive director, Center for High Impact Philanthropy, PA

	 4:00-4:30pm	 break	

	 4:30-6:00pm	 plenary:	be	exceptionally	engageD	regionally	(or,	beer!!)

the beer session will take place at 4:30 pm on a (hopefully) sunny June afternoon. to capture  
and keep the attention of funders after a long day of pre-conference site visits, workshops,  
and networking, the plenary organizers will provision the room with a variety of impossible-to-resist 
local beverages (distinctive regional brews and soft drinks) and snacks (Cape Cod chips, etc.).  
this plenary will explore the successes and challenges of working at the regional scale to develop  
a resilient food system. through the new england example, we will spark dialogue about:

  how to work collectively as funders

  how to fund grantees to work collectively

  how to resource the various players in a collective effort

  why working collectively is advantageous for individual states

  what the right scale is for collective work 

  the unique funder role in all of the above 

we will hear from a regional agricultural historian about an emerging “good food Vision” for new 
england, and from three regional leaders working at different scales and dimensions of the new 
england food system about what works—and doesn’t—when scaling up collective efforts to build  
the food system.

moDerator

Courtney Bourns, senior program officer, Henry P. Kendall Foundation, MA

SpeaKerS

peter allison, coordinator, Farm-to-Institution New England (FINE), VT
Brian Donohue, associate professor of American Environmental Studies, Brandeis University, MA
ellen Kahler, executive director, Vermont Sustainable Jobs Fund, VT
thomas Kelly, chief sustainability officer, University of New Hampshire, NH 

	 6:00pm	 usDa	anD	saFsF:	partnering	For	regional	FooD	systeM	DeVelopMent

SpeaKer

Doug o’Brien, acting under secretary for Rural Development, USDA, DC

	 6:15pm	 reception	/	Dinner	at	the	hotel	aqua	bar	
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Wednesday, June 26

	 6:00-7:00Am	 Morning	exercise	

rUnning | walKing on yoUr own

all leVelS yoga led by, beCCa Klein

	 7:00-8:30Am	 special	policy	brieFing	breakFast	(brieFing	begins	at	7:30)

SAFSF is honored to welcome Congresswoman Chellie Pingree, 1st district, maine

an organic farmer herself for many years, Congresswoman pingree understands farm, food, and 
fisheries issues deeply. Currently serving on the house appropriations Committee, she will provide  
us with an up-to-the-moment overview of what’s happening and being discussed in dC regarding  
the many issues we care about. this is one breakfast you will not want to miss!

	 8:30-9:00Am	 get	reaDy	For	site	Visits	anD	boarD	buses

	 9:00Am	 	site	Visits	Depart		
reTurn by 5:30 pM wITh The exCepTIOn OF TOur 1

tour	1		
It’s All Connected in boston

nOTe: This tour will return late to providence (7:30pm). dinner will be included on the tour. 

this site visit will take us into the deeply interconnected world of boston health and food initiatives. 
ensuring universal access to healthy food for all people—as a basic right and to combat the ballooning 
incidence of diet-related illnesses and their associated economic, health care, and quality of life 
impacts—has become a major focus for many in the food movement. as the day progresses, we’ll 
gain an ever-wider view of the interconnected nature of our host organizations’ efforts. this site visit 
was collaboratively planned with all the organizations hosting us for the day. 

we’ll kick off the day with a walking tour of urban agriculture initiatives in the dorchester neighborhood, 
guided by staff of the Food project (tFp). their programs engage youth in leadership roles leading 
toward transformational change on an individual and community level. tfp partners with many other 
community-based organizations to help families improve their health and well-being through better 
access to healthy food—by growing, purchasing, preparing, and sharing it with their neighbors. 

to satisfy the hunger built up over the walk we’ll share lunch and discussion at a tfp greenhouse  
with members of the Boston Collaborative for Food & Fitness (BCFF), a city-wide partnership  
dedicated to improving community health by addressing issues related to our food and fitness 
environments. bCff brings together partners representing community groups, health care institutions, 
government agencies, public health professionals, and youth development programs. 

after lunch we’ll have the rare opportunity to participate in the thrill of a “seafood throwdown”! since 
2008, northwest atlantic marine alliance (nama) has been organizing these seafood cooking 
demonstrations as fun, educational, and community-driven events aimed at informing a general 
audience about issues affecting coastal fishing communities and the marine environment, and how 
these fisheries’ challenges connect to the work of creating a healthy, accessible, and just food system. 
Boston’s mayor thomas m. menino will welcome us to the throwdown. we will then be treated to  
an exciting cooking competition between two highly-skilled chefs, hailing from among boston’s many 
renowned health care institutions, using a mystery locally-caught seafood and ingredients from the 
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farmers’ market. the event will be emceed and chefs’ creations will be judged on taste, presentation, 
creativity, and use of the whole animal by a panel of judges representing the fishing industry, youth,  
the healthcare sector, farming, and the local community.

to round out the day, we’ll gather at Boston Children’s Hospital to get a feeling for what it really takes 
for a large institution to purchase and prepare local food. our meeting hosts/organizers, Health Care 
Without Harm’s “healthy food in health Care” program staff, have been working side-by-side with 
healthcare providers to create procurement practices and policies that support an environmentally 
sound, economically viable, and socially just food system and provide nutritionally improved food for 
patients, staff, and visitors. 

the evening will end with the rare opportunity to experience how expert chefs using fresh, local 
ingredients can turn much-maligned “hospital food” into “healthy hospital cuisine” as we share  
dinner in the cafeteria! 

don’t miss this chance to visit boston (aka “hub of the Universe”) and learn from practitioners, policy 
makers, senior leadership, and chefs about how to build a healthy, resilient, interconnected food system. 

tour	2	
Farming and Fishing models for the Future 

as nonprofit and philanthropic efforts to build a more sustainable food system continue to expand,  
it can be easy to forget that much of this movement rests on a foundation of small, private, for-profit 
businesses—farms and fishing businesses. on this tour we will explore new models for such natural 
resource-based businesses that attempt to minimize risk and improve profitability.

our first stop will take us to point Judith, ri, a small port known for having many owner-operated 
fishing vessels rigged to fish for several different species throughout the year—in contrast to the 
multi-boat fleets focused exclusively on groundfish found in the larger regional ports of new bedford 
and gloucester. we will be joined by patrick shepard, fisheries policy associate with penobscot east 
resource Center, who will provide an overview of the recent introduction of sector-based fisheries 
management, describe the challenges faced by new-entry fishermen in acquiring fishing permits, 
quota, and boats, and demonstrate new cash flow and budgeting tools being used by fishermen. our 
visit will occur just after drastic new cuts to groundfish catch limits will have gone into effect on may 1, 
so the challenges are sure to be front and center. if fishing schedules allow, we’ll hear directly from a 
fisherman working out of point Judith.

from point Judith, we’ll wind through the coastal areas of rhode island and into southeastern 
massachusetts, where scenic farm fields stretch right to the water’s edge, but sprawl is never far away. 
our second stop will be the Westport town Farm in westport, ma, which is run on a 99-year lease by 
the statewide land trust, the trustees of reservations. the large garden on this site, and the garden 
and greenhouse on nearby Cornell farm, are maintained by members of the trustees’ youth Corps 
program, a summer jobs program for at-risk youth. we’ll hear from the farm manager and youth Corps 
members about the farm and their experiences. we will also discuss the growing involvement of the 
trustees, and land trusts in general, in acquiring and stewarding agricultural land in the northeast,  
and how the trustees address the potential tensions between their non-profit farms and neighboring 
for-profit farm businesses. over lunch at the farm we’ll have a chance to talk further with youth Corps 
members and enjoy the views. 

from there, it’s a short drive to Brix Bounty Farm in dartmouth, ma, which is run by derek and Katie 
Christiansen on land leased from the dominican sisters order. derek will provide his perspective on the 
for-profit side of the conversation started at the westport town farm, as well as on his experiences 
with the challenges of accessing land, credit, housing, and markets and investing in long-term 
improvements on leased farm property.8
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finally, we’ll drive through the port of new bedford to catch a glimpse of this much larger port. once 
the heart of the whaling industry and america’s wealthiest city, new bedford is still the nation’s 
top-grossing fishing port, in large part due to the successful scallop industry. however, groundfish 
quota cuts have greatly impacted new bedford’s fishing fleet as well.

you’ll leave this tour with an expanded idea of what a farming and fishing business can look like,  
and hopefully many new ideas for how philanthropy can intersect with such businesses and the  
food movement they underpin.

tour	3	
Scaling up

this tour will explore how different organizations are approaching the issues of “scaling up”: from 
urban agriculture, to growing for wholesale markets, to regional distribution. 

we’ll start the day off learning about a new collaborative program between the City of providence  
and Southside Community land trust (sClt) called lots of hope. in conjunction with community 
organizations and urban gardeners, the program transforms city-owned lots into farms. from there, 
we’ll visit the core neighborhood where, for more than three decades, sClt has been working in the 
southside communities of providence to ensure access to supplies, education, and other resources so 
people can grow food. in their long history of working on urban agriculture issues, the field has grown 
and changed dramatically. sClt is now looking at new and innovative ways to scale up from 
community gardens and small personal plot.

from here we’ll move out of the city and onto the farm. we’ll visit Four town Farm, a 113-year old, 
150-acre family farm, one of the larger farms in southeastern massachusetts and one of the few in  
the area that currently does a substantial wholesale vegetable business. Chris Clegg, a 5th generation 
family member, will give us a tour of the farm and describe four town’s approach to diversified 
marketing through wholesale sales and their large farmstand. he works with farm fresh rhode 
island’s market mobile program and red tomato’s supermarket customers, making four town  
farm integral to various regional nonprofit efforts to “scale up.” the Southeastern massachusetts 
agricultural partnership (semap), which has taken some different approaches to assisting farmers  
in the region will join us on the farm to share their experiences.  

our final stop on this tour will take us back into the city to visit Farm Fresh rhode island’s (ffri)
distribution warehouse.  ffri is a “food hub” that began in 2004 with a farmers’ market in downtown 
providence. they now distribute produce from regional farms to customers ranging from small 
restaurants to large institutional buyers in rhode island and the boston area. they also run 10 
neighborhood farmers’ markets, operate a Csa-like program for workplaces and community centers, 
manage the state’s farm-to-school program, and much more. described as part incubator, part 
activator, their programs grow the local food system by building capacity in three areas: producers, 
markets, and eaters.

tour	4	
Workforce development 

from ohio to alaska, California to rhode island, hundreds of organizations—both for-profit and 
non-profit—have created food systems related workforce development programs. while some employ 
and train youth as leaders in their local food system and community, others are formal academic or 
certification programs at accredited educational institutions.

start your morning off with us at the rits—rhode island training school, that is—home of the Harvest 
Kitchen, where they believe applesauce and pickled tomatoes, among other delicacies, can create  
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new opportunities for both ri farmers and at-risk youth. a 15-week culinary and job-readiness training 
program for youth within the division of Juvenile Corrections, the harvest Kitchen is part of Farm  
Fresh rhode island’s mission to create a community-based food system and to increase the variety  
of value-added local farm products available. we will hear from youth trainees and staff from across 
agencies about their exciting work together.

Chefs can play a critical role in securing a local food system and, in turn, help improve the health and 
well-being of the communities in which they work. our next stop will be Johnson & Wales university 
(JwU) where we’ll learn about the wellness and sustainability concentration within their culinary 
college. we’ll hear about why and how the program developed and get to experience their hands-on, 
educational approach to training future chefs about sustainable food production. following a tour of 
JwU’s leed gold certified Cuisinart Center for Culinary excellence and the new food digester, we’ll 
move into one of the teaching kitchens. there we’ll don aprons and work alongside faculty to prepare 
our own lunch of locally-sourced foods. we’ll sharpen our cooking skills and learn more about working 
with pasture-raised meats, underutilized species of fish, and freshly harvested produce. following our 
lunch, we’ll enjoy hearing from local food producers and other members of rhode island’s vibrant food 
community, including Ken ayars, Chief, division of agriculture, rhode island department of 
environmental management.

tour	5	
building resilience in Connecticut

this tour will take us west to neighboring Connecticut, where we’ll meet with three distinct 
organizations striving for resilience in their farming operations. what does it mean to diversify the 
business and keep it all in the family? is it possible to scale up the local meat supply? and what  
about financing issues?

our first stop will be the ekonk Hill turkey Farm. here’s how they tell their family story: mom runs  
the farm’s milkhouse bakery; dad works off-farm for farm Credit east; son 1 raises beef which is sold 
at the family store; son 2 got a degree in ag economics and is the production manager for the turkeys; 
and daughter 1 and daughter 2 are majoring in animal science at UConn, work in the store, and 
raise chickens. Come learn how they are managing it all and preparing for the future.

from there we’ll travel to meet with FreSH new london at their one-acre outdoor educational 
classroom situated on the 350-acre campus of waterford Country school. since 2005, fresh has 
distributed 30,000 pounds of produce to agencies and individuals, most of it grown at the farm. 
outlets for the produce include the mobile market, a Csa, donations to soup kitchens and emergency 
food providers, and farmers’ markets. about 10% of their harvest is donated to the waterford Country 
school Cafeteria for use by their students and staff. we’ll get to meet with some of the youth who work 
on the farm, get our hands dirty by helping plant, weed, water, or hoe—depending on what’s needed 
that day—and enjoy a delicious lunch together.

and then we’ll head next door to Hunts Brook Farm, where we’ll meet digga and teresa schacht, 
who will tell their story and discuss their successes and challenges as they transition from farmers  
with off-farm incomes to making a living solely from farming. from digga’s family history establishing 
the farm and the neighboring school, to his personal path of becoming a farmer, to his family’s current 
challenges, to his mentorship role for newer farmers in the region, we’ll have a lot to discuss at  
this final stop. 

	 5:30pm	 buses	return	to	hotel

	 6:30pm	on	 optional	no	host	Dine-arounDs	in	proViDence	
	 	 	SIgn-up durIng regISTrATIOn AT The FOruM
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Wednesday, June 26

Broadening the Palette
ROOM : COLLEGE   7:30-8:30am
Join us to share your personal and professional 
perspectives on the importance of cultural diversity 
in food-related philanthropy.  We will explore this 
topic and discuss ways in which we may be able to 
foster a more diverse philanthropic food sector.

BREAKFAST    

Thursday, June 27

	 6:00-7:00Am	 Morning	exercise	

rUnning | walKing on yoUr own

all leVelS yoga led by, beCCa Klein

	 7:30-8:30Am	 breakFast	buFFet

	 8:30-9:00Am	 	saFsF	business		
Meeting	

Virginia Clarke, executive director, and safsf’s steering Committee Co-chairs will share some short 
and sweet updates about the network: leadership, membership growth, exciting new programming, 
locations for the 2014 and 2015 forums, and more!

	 9:00-10:30Am	 	plenary:	builDing	power	FroM	the	rubble:	how	coMMunities		
in	el	salVaDor	anD	new	york	are	creating	resilience	in	the	
aFterMath	oF	Disaster

from hurricane mitch in 1998, to Katrina and rita in the early 2000s, and irene and sandy in the last  
36 months, more extreme weather events are forcing communities to rethink as they rebuild, organize, 
and prepare—in a word, to become “resilient”—in new ways. these storms, increasingly associated  
by scientists with global climate change, have revealed the vulnerabilities and possibilities of our food 
system, and they have made plain the underlying social dimension of “natural disasters” that leave 
some people much more vulnerable than others. 

this plenary is a dialogue between north and south, between those just beginning to explore how 
disaster transforms community and those who have years of experience. it is a dialogue about how  
to create resilient communities, not just rebuild them; how not just to mitigate disaster, but to prevent 
it. it is the story of the future of our work to transform the food system and protect the planet.

for years, a social movement in el salvador, la Coordinadora del bajo lempa, had been organizing 
community residents to respond to annual floods—and then to create the kinds of communities where 
disaster would be less likely to occur. their political base has elected municipal mayors and two 
members of Congress, including featured plenary speaker estela hernández, who rose through the 
grassroots ranks of la Coordinadora to elected office. 

when sandy hit the northeast U.s., local community-based organizations (Cbos) were forced to 
respond to the needs of communities, particularly their most vulnerable members—including the 
elderly, disabled, the homebound, and families with young children. these Cbos partnered with new 
activist networks like occupy sandy to mount an unprecedented local disaster response that included 
tens of thousands of volunteers organized into a local monitoring and distribution network across the 
region, millions of dollars in relief supplies, and fresh, warm, healthy meals in the hardest-hit areas. 

how can initiatives like these become part of the ongoing social fabric of new england, now all too 
aware of its vulnerability to climate change and the need for communities to address disaster when 
larger systems fail? and what can be learned from the experience in el salvador?

moDeratorS

Karen lehman, consultant, Communitas Charitable Trust, IL 

SpeaKerS

estela Hernández, member of Congress, El Salvador
Hugh Hogan, executive director, North Star Fund, NY 
ian marvy, executive director, Added Value, NY 
nathan Weller, program and policy director, EcoViva, DC

rooM	

ballrooM

rooM	

lincoln

rooM	
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registration		
table	open

ballrooM	Foyer
7:00Am	-	12:00pm



Thursday, June 27

	 10:30-11:00Am	 break	

	11:00-12:30pm	 concurrent	workshops,	session	1	

don’t Frack our Fields: Protecting Farmland and the rural landscape  
from oil and Gas development 

SponSoreD By 11tH Hour proJeCt anD Claneil FounDation 

for many in the agriculture field, fracking has presented unexpected, immediate, and significant threats. 
for this reason, organizations have had to pivot quickly and come up with creative ways to stave off 
danger from this rapidly spreading practice. this session will explore ways that farmers, ranchers, and 
sustainable agriculture advocacy organizations can build resilience against these threats. the speakers 
will touch on multiple consequences of fracking related to water quality, farming, and the food system. 
following presentations by three speakers about risks to farms as well as farmers and the rural landscape, 
moderator sarah bell will engage the audience in a solutions-focused conversation, exploring how 
organizations can best respond to oil and gas development in their communities.

moDerator

Sarah Bell, program manager, 11th Hour Project, CA 

SpeaKerS

Dr. J. Stephen Cleghorn, sociologist, organic farmer, and environmental activist, Jefferson County, PA 
mark Schultz, associate director, Land Stewardship Project, MN
Brian Snyder, executive director, Pennsylvania Association for Sustainable Agriculture, PA

Collective Action in the Food Industry

SponSoreD By oxFam ameriCa

how do you build trust among people and institutions that historically have been at odds? how do you 
change the game when no single actor can do it by themselves? this workshop will examine these questions 
through a case study: the equitable food initiative (efi). the efi has created new standards for production 
of fruits and vegetables that ensure a dignified livelihood for farmworkers, a more stable and professionally-
trained workforce for growers, and safer and more environmentally sustainable food for consumers and 
food purchasers. reducing risk and catalyzing productivity can make the system pay for itself, but it is the 
collective action and trust-building—not a straightline process—that is integral to success. 

the efi is co-chaired by United farm workers of america and oxfam america. other members of the 
efi steering Committee include four organizations representing farmworkers (farm labor organizing 
Committee, pineros y Campesinos Unidos del noroeste, national farm worker ministry, and farmworker 
Justice), food safety and pesticide ngos (Consumers federation of america, Center for science in the public 
interest, and pesticide action network), as well as andrews & williamson, a major berry grower, and Costco. 

the session will offer insights into the dynamics of building common ground among divergent actors, 
of engaging the private sector on terms shared  with social justice advocates, and of using social 
justice dollars to invest into a market-based system.

moDerator

minor Sinclair, regional director, Oxfam America, MA

SpeaKerS

maisie greenwalt, vice president of strategy, Bon Appétit Management Company, CA 
Caroline Smith DeWaal, director, Food Safety Program, Center for Science in the Public Interest, DC
Baldemar Velásquez, president and founder, Farm Labor Organizing Committee (FLOC), OH 
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Sustainable Fiber Systems: from Field to Factory  
SponSoreD By BlaCKie FunD

fiber is as much a part of our lives as the food we eat. it is part of what we wear and the things we 
sleep on and in. it is a given, a certainty, an assumption: what we go to for warmth, protection, and style.

the impact of the textile and garment industry on the health of the planet and its inhabitants has 
far-reaching ramifications. in terms of pollutants that contribute to global warming, and contamination 
of water and air, it ranks near the top. those who work in the industry and all of us who wear the 
garments it produces are exposed to numerous toxins.

in this workshop we’ll look at fiber systems from a global perspective to illuminate the problems that 
have surfaced: water and air pollution and the exploitation of land and labor. we will look briefly at the 
history of textiles in the U.s., tracing a thriving industry from the field to the factory, through wwii, to  
its demise with the advent of polyester and the appeal of cheap overseas production. 

through an objective life-cycle approach, we’ll consider the range of environmental consequences and 
potential benefits of various systems of garment production. we’ll review the known greenhouse gas 
and energy costs of different systems, identify gaps in knowledge, and explore the potential to mitigate 
emissions through the incorporation of land management practices that sequester carbon, taking into 
account both grazing land (wool) and cropland (i.e. cotton). we’ll discuss the potential for a sustainable 
solution through the creation of local fibersheds that would address pollution problems, labor issues, 
agricultural aspects, and job creation in the U.s.

moDerator

Heather Blackie, trustee, Blackie Fund, CA

SpeaKerS

rebecca Burgess, author, educator, indigo farmer, Fibershed, CA
marcia Delonge, post-doctoral scholar, University of California, Berkley, CA

Supporting Animal Agriculture that is Pasture-based and Financially-Viable

SponSoreD By graCe CommuniCationS FounDation anD tomKat CHaritaBle truSt

in the face of escalating climate change, resilient food systems will need to include financially-viable 
business models that make use of the naturally occurring soil fertility that comes from pasture-based 
animal agriculture. we’ll need financially-viable business models in order to encourage more people  
to take up the challenge to farm in new ways; and we’ll need pasture-based animal agriculture in order 
to better manage land, carbon, pathogens (including the pesky antibiotic-resistant kind), and the 
renaissance of farming that moves away from synthetic fertilizers.

in this session, we will highlight two case studies in which viable business models have been utilized  
to promote and expand the kind of animal agriculture that is good for farmers, animals, and the land. 
organic Valley focuses on dairy (although they do a small business in pastured meats as well), which 
is aggregated, distributed, and marketed through a cooperative model. we will also look at belcampo 
meats, which launched in late 2012 with a fully vertically integrated business model where herd 
management, processing, marketing, and distribution are all done by one business entity.

we’ll examine how public and private investments have contributed to the success of these businesses 
and explore the role foundations might play in providing similar risky capital to create strong, long-lasting 
business models for a new kind of animal agriculture. we intend for these conversations to have relevance 
across the spectrum of businesses needed in a fully resilient food system.
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Northeast Regional 
Funders Network Meeting
ROOM : COLLEGE   12:30-2:00pm
Space has been reserved for funders from 
the Northeast to eat lunch together and discuss 
strategies for enhanced regional collaboration 
and communication. 

LUNCH

Thursday, June 27

moDerator

Wendy millet, ranch director, TomKat  
Ranch Educational Foundation, CA

SpeaKerS

anya Fernald, chief executive officer,  
Belcampo, CA
Brent Beidler, organic dairy farmer, Organic Valley, VT

A Critical Conversation about Food hubs

as people in the private, non-profit, and public sectors have turned their attention to food aggregation 
and distribution as necessary infrastructure for regional food systems, questions and opportunities 
abound. what can be learned from food hub pioneers who started doing business before local food 
reached its current level of demand? what are the necessary conditions for the development of new 
food hubs? and what are the best forms of organization for farmers and end-users? 

in this workshop, we will gain insight from people who have built food hubs, studied them, and used 
them. this is a “been there, done that” panel, some members of which may even be willing to show 
some of the scars they’ve acquired along the way.

SpeaKerS

michael rozyne, executive director, Red Tomato, MA
Jean Hamilton, communications director, Black River Produce, VT

	 12:30-2:30pm	 lunch	anD	aD	hoc	Discussions

this long lunch provides time for ad hoc discussions and follow-up from previous conversations.  

	 2:30-4:00pm	 concurrent	workshops,	session	2

too big to Fail? the Concentration of Control and Power over our Food  
and Farm markets 

SponSoreD By 11tH Hour proJeCt anD graCe CommuniCationS FounDation

michael pollan cut to the core of the matter when he wrote recently that “sooner or later, the food 
movement will have to engage in the hard politics of washington.” the problem, however, is that it is 
not clear exactly which political path to follow. academics and journalists have largely stopped looking 
at how power affects our food system. therefore, we know little about the structure of food markets 
today, and the governance of this largely corporate system. we know even less about how these 
radical political and economic changes came to be. if our ultimate goal is a world food system fit for 
the 21st century, we must first fully understand the scope, nature, and intellectual foundations of the 
power that has been applied to our food system. in this session, funders will gain an understanding of 
the power dynamics that have led to the consolidation and financialization of food systems. we will 
incorporate a discussion on the solutions that may restore stability to markets and food systems and 
support diversified ownership—the path to resilience.

moDerator

Hilde Steffey, program director, Farm Aid, MA
14
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SpeaKerS

Dr. Frederick Kaufman, author, Bet The Farm, NY
Dr. richard levins, professor emeritus, Department of Applied Economics, University of Minnesota, MN
Barry lynn, director, Markets, Enterprise and Resiliency Initiative, New America Foundation, NY

Closing the loop: Compost for Fun, Farms, and Finance!

SponSoreD By merCK Family FunD

most of the country’s valuable organic matter ends up being dumped in landfills, where it produces 
greenhouse gases, is ground up and flushed into local waterways. this huge, relatively untapped 
resource is critical for regenerating our agricultural soils (and creating jobs!) but requires new, 
transformational, and restorative systems, and a different set of regulations and economic indicators.  
the goals of this workshop are to explore different models for composting: from the local, community 
composting model, to municipal partnerships, to full-scale industrial facilities. opportunities for 
foundations come in many different forms: equity investments, slow money, pris, and mris as well  
as grants. grantmakers will learn about the municipal partnerships needed and the infrastructure, 
regulatory, and policy hurdles that must be overcome to unlock the potential of this emerging movement.

moDerator

ruth goldman, consulting program officer, Merck Family Fund, MA

SpeaKerS

louise Bruce, project manager, BIG!Compost, NY
tom gilbert, executive director, Highfields Composting, VT
Scott Subler, president, Environmental Credit Corp., trustee, Composting Council Research and 
Education Foundation, PA

Public-Private Partnership Possibilities in Food Systems

this session will focus on the challenge of how to leverage public and private funding streams to 
ffectively assist food system projects. it will be an opportunity for foundations to strategize with key 
federal agency staff and to learn how tools like the Usda Know your farmer, Know your food Compass 
can be useful in planning funding strategies for food systems. the goal of this session is to seed ideas  
for future public-private partnerships in three key theme areas: beginning farmers/ranchers;  farm to 
institution; and healthy food access. the session will require participants to engage in active conversation.

moDerator

elanor Starmer, coordinator of USDA’s Know Your Farmer, Know Your Food Initiative, USDA, DC

SpeaKerS

greg Horner, senior program officer, Cedar Tree Foundation, MA
alison rotel, health improvement program manager, Blue Cross Blue Shield, MN
matt russell, grant officer, Farm to School Program, USDA, DC
Sivapathasun “Suresh” Sureshwaran, national program leader, Beginning Farmer Rancher 
Development Program, USDA, DC
Joani Walsh, deputy under secretary, Marketing and Regulatory Programs, USDA, DC

registration		
table	open

ballrooM	Foyer
7:00Am	-	12:00pm



Thursday, June 27

nanofoods: new risks and Strategies for Food Systems Advocacy
SponSoreD By CS FunD

few people realize that newly created nanomaterials are being introduced into our food system, or 
what this might mean for public health, worker safety, and the environment. this session will introduce 
participants to the brave new world of nanofoods to help food system funders understand:

  what are nanomaterials anyway?

  why experts and advocates in public health, sustainable agriculture, consumer protection, and 
corporate responsibility worry about them 

  why some food companies use nanomaterials without informing their customers, while others 
have adopted policies to avoid them—at least until testing methods and regulations are in place 
to safeguard public health and the environment

participants will learn about new frontline campaigns and initiatives to change when and how food 
companies consider using nanomaterials. we’ll also talk about efforts to support alternatives to 
harmful nanomaterials in our food system. resources to help funders keep up with this fast moving 
issue will be provided. 

moDerator

monica moore, program officer, CS Fund, CA

SpeaKerS

lauren Heine, co-director, Coming Clean Nanotech Working Group; director, GreenScreen Program, 
Clean Production Action, AK 
michael passoff, consulting senior strategist, As You Sow, CA
Jim thomas, research program manager, ETC Group, Quebec, Canada

Strengthened Food and Agroecological Systems Contributing to Community health 
in Indian Country 
SponSoreD By tHe CHriStenSen FounDation

native communities throughout the U.s. are demonstrating how strengthened traditional food and  
agro ecological systems are linked to community health and increasingly influencing tribal policies. for 
decades, native peoples have suffered disproportionately from food and environment related illnesses, 
while tribal governments are often strapped for time and resources to address the competing needs of 
their communities. during this session, we will hear from native leaders about how specific initiatives 
related to watershed health, traditional food, and agroecological systems have increased community 
health and well-being. we will learn how philanthropy can engage effectively with native organizations 
and participate in a discussion on connecting native healthy food system work with that of the broader 
food, health, and environmental justice context within the U.s.

moDerator

michael roberts (tlingit), president, First Nations Development Institute, CO

SpeaKerS

Samantha H. antone (Hopi), program manager, Natwani Coalition, The Hopi Foundation, AZ
Jeff metoxen (oneida), director, Tsyunhehkw^ Project, Oneida Nation, WI
Ventura lovato (Kewa), program manager for the Intertribal Community Visioning for Healthy 
Foodways Project of Johns Hopkins Center for American Indian Health, NM

	 4:00-5:00	pm	 break	16
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Newcomers 
Reception
Rhode Island Foundation 
One Union St.
Providence, RI 

The Rhode Island Foundation is generously 
hosting a Newcomers reception for all 
2013 Forum attendees. Local and regional 
dignitaries look forward to welcoming you. 
Celebrate early with new and old friends 
and colleagues. 

5:30-7:00pm

Registration
Table Open
ROOM : BALLROOM FOYER
Pick up your registration packet and sign up for 
Wednesday night dine-arounds when you arrive. 

3:00-5:00pm

Meet in Lobby
Walk to reception.

5:00pm

MONDAY , JUNE 24

“What resilience does as a new 
framework is it says that we will 
make mistakes, we will be surprised, 
we will go ‘over the cliff.’ Resilience is 
improvisational, creative, collaborative 
working together in periods of great 
uncertainty.”

Andrew Zolli, author, Resilience

“Modern society has become a risk 
society in the sense that it is increasingly 
occupied with debating, preventing 
and managing risks that it itself has 
produced. The moment at which risks 
become real, they cease to be risks 
and become catastrophes.”

Ulrich Beck, sociologist, 
Living in the World Risk Society

The following activities will take 
place at The Dorrance restaurant, 
located at 60 Dorrance St., a 20-minute 
walk downtown from the hotel. 

THE DORRANCE

Thursday, June 27

	 5:00pm	 Meet	in	lobby	to	walk	to	the	Dorrance	(optional)

	 5:30-6:30pm	 city	arts	/	waterFire	Discussion	

Come early and hear the dynamic and inspiring story of city revitalization and art from waterfire 
founder and artist, barnaby evans. he’s an artist who works in many media including site-specific 
sculpture installations, photography, film, garden design, architectural projects, writing, and conceptual 
works. his original training was in the sciences, but he has been working exclusively as an artist for 
more than twenty-five years. 

evans created first fire in 1994 as a commission to celebrate the tenth anniversary of first night 
providence. in June 1996, he created second fire for the international sculpture Conference, where  
it became the gathering place for thousands of participants from all over the world. ardent art 
supporters convinced evans to create an ongoing fire installation and started a grassroots effort to 
establish waterfire as a non-profit arts organization. in addition to providence, evans has created 
installations of waterfire in Columbus, ohio and Kansas City, missouri. evans is currently exploring  
art installations for a number of other cities including st. petersburg, barcelona, seoul, hiroshima, 
rome, padua, and Venice. 

	 6:30-9:00pm	 Dinner	&	Music	at	the	Dorrance	restaurant	

enjoy our final evening together at this great restaurant and bar, named one of bon appetit’s 50 best 
new restaurants in 2012. located in the 1901 former federal reserve building in downtown 
providence, the dorrance is becoming well known for its stunning atmosphere, serving delicious local 
food, and superb bartenders mixing specialty cocktails. 

www.thedorrance.com 

Music by Blue Around the Edges

this duo, dianna fallon and Carol Campbell, perform acoustic old-timey, gospel, and traditional  
 music with a hint of bluegrass.

bluearoundtheedges.weebly.com
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2013 Forum planning Committee

mari Brennan Barrera, Eos Foundation
Courtney Bourns, Henry P. Kendall Foundation
Joan Briggs, The Betsy and Jesse Fink Foundation
erin eisenberg, TomKat Charitable Trust
Becca golden, Ben & Jerry’s Foundation
tamra Fountaine, The Kresge Foundation
Christine James, The John Merck Fund
Sarah Kelley, Island Foundation
Karen lehman, Fresh Taste Initiative
Brad leibov, Liberty Prairie Foundation
elizabeth lynn, van Beuren Charitable Foundation
Jenny pereira, Rhode Island Foundation
Jeff rosen, Solidago Foundation
maureen Wilmot, Organic Farming Research Foundation

SponSorS

1772 Foundation 
aetna Foundation 
agua Fund inc.
americana Foundation
Betsy and Jesse Fink Foundation 
Castenea Foundation 
Clarence e. Heller Charitable Foundation 
Doris Duke Charitable Foundation
Farm aid 
lillian goldman Charitable trust
the David and lucile packard Foundation
rhode island Foundation 
Sandy river Charitable Foundation 
Vermont Community Foundation 
William penn Foundation 

SaFSF StaFF & ConSultantS

Virginia Clarke, executive director
Bridget Dobrowski, program manager
Huyen nguyen, program & membership associate
Susie Dimauro, intern
linda ann Smith, event manager, Environmental 
Resource Specialists, Inc.
lonnie Hamilton, owner, Red Hawk Creek, LLC.

SaFSF Steering Committee

Stacey Barbas, The Kresge Foundation
tim Crosby, Thread Fund
Scott Cullen, GRACE Communications Foundation
Kyle Datta, Ulupono Initiative
Becca golden, Ben & Jerry’s Foundation
gail imig, W.K. Kellogg Foundation
andrew Kang Bartlett, Presbyterian Hunger Program
Cecily Kihn, Agua Fund, Inc.
ron Kroese, McKnight Foundation
michael roberts, First Nations Development Institute
mailee Walker, Claneil Foundation
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